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So you’ve decided to become a God
Thank you for choosing Stardock for our ascension needs. This review guide will walk you through your
impending godhood with both the respect you deserve and worship you need.
First, let’s get the specs out of the way:
Title
Platform
Developer
Genre
Hardware
Price
Website

And now…

Sorcerer King: Rivals
PC Windows 7 (or later)
Stardock Entertainment
Turn-based strategy, fantasy, 4X
Any PC that can run Windows 7 can run this.
$29.99 new, $14.99 for people who have Sorcerer King
www.sorcererking.com

Once upon a time…
Long ago the land was filled with magic and people. Great kingdoms and empires endlessly warred for
dominance. One day, someone won. That someone was not you.
A young wizard named Mirdoth found an ancient artifact called Curgen’s Bane. It transformed him the
malevolent Sorcerer King. With its power, he quickly crushed all opposition and ruled the remnants
from his great fortress.
You are the leader of a small village on the outskirts of his domain. Word has spread that the Sorcerer
King’s attention is now on using his artifact to ascend to Godhood by destroying the elemental shards
across the world.
While his attention on the world at large fades, the lands have filled with monsters, ruffians and other
dangers. The defeated empires and kingdoms are once again rebuilding, their ambitious reignited.
You, unlike the others, are aware of the peril. Your small village is unique in one important way: It holds
the Forge of the Overlord, a powerful artifact from the ancient days that allows you to craft items of
great power. Moreover, using it has allowed you to rediscover and ancient spell that will let you use the
shards to ascend to godhood as well.
What will you do? Replace the Sorcerer King as a presumably benevolent god? Conquer the lands for
yourself? Assemble powerful allies and assault the Sorcerer King directly? Suck up to the Sorcerer King in
the hopes he might grant you some small place in his new order (this is our personal choice)? The
decision is up to you.

A few words on Sorcerer King
Sorcerer King: Rivals is an expansion to Sorcerer King. It is sold as a stand-alone expansion which means
you don’t need to own Sorcerer King. Buying Sorcerer King: Rivals will get you everything that was in
Sorcerer King and more.
So what’s different about Sorcerer King: Rivals than Sorcerer King?
Play as one of the Kingdoms of men
Random maps
Crafting and Recipes
Quests
Spell & Skill Research
Tactical battles
Equip units and heroes with armor, weapons, items
Victory Condition: Destroy the Sorcerer King
Victory Condition: Become a god
Play as the undead of the Endless Night
Play as the dwarves of the Frozen realm
Triad of demigods that walk the lands
Quest Editor
Share quests and maps via Steamworks
Price

Sorcerer King
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

$19.99

Sorcerer King: Rivals
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
$29.99 ($14.99 upg)

Sorcerer King was well received but received criticism for limited replayability: You can only gather up
allies, march unto the Sorcerer King’s fortress so many times before it gets old. It would be like if
Civilization’s only victory condition was that you had to build an army and conquer a particular city.
Sorcerer King: Rivals, flips the original premise on its head. This time, you can become a god and this
opens the game to unlimited replayability.

Setting up your realm
When you launch the game you are greeted with a series of options. We recommend this:
1. Choose New Game.
2. Choose either the Dwarven King or the Liche
3. Choose Generate Random World
a. Land Size: Small
b. Difficulty: Normal
4. Make all neutral factions random

And so…it begins
When you start your game, you have a keep and a nearby shard of magic.

Your First Turn
1. Click on the shard, build a shrine on it. Note that the little helmet icon on the left decreases by 1.
That helmet represents your civilization’s logistics. When it drops to 0, you can’t build/train
anything.
2. Research a spell. Keep an eye on how many turns (the little hour glass by it) it will take to
research it.
3. Select your champion (left click) and explore (right click the destination)

4. Build or train something in your city (note the Build and Train buttons on the city screen). We
recommend an explorer for your first game.

Early turns: Explore
1. Go out and explore the world. There should be treasure chests. Grab them.
2. Find some quests. Make sure they are labeled as “weak”.
3. Move the camera: Hold down the middle mouse button while moving the mouse to change the
camera angle. The mouse roller will zoom in and out of the map.

Meeting the Sorcerer King
Here is where Sorcerer King quickly diverges from most strategy games. Your primary antagonist, the
Sorcerer King, doesn’t realize you are his enemy. He is much more powerful than you are. It is in your
best interests to not let him realize what you’re up to.

Be careful of letting him “help” you. Every time you aid evil, he gains strength.

Early Turns: Expand

You can’t found a city just anywhere. There has to be nearby food to get a settlement started. Tiles that
can be settled will have grain icons on them. They will also, sometimes, have hammers (materials) and
essence on them (which determines how many enchantments you can cast on the city).
You will need to train a pioneer (or equivalent) and send him to this location to settle it. You will also
have to clear out the monsters.
1. Fight a battle
2. Instruct your scout to explore
3. Cast an enchantment on your capital (click the spells button, then choose Enchanted Hammers
<for example> and then select your city). You can cast 1 spell per # of essence a city has. Your
capital will have at least 1 essence.
4. Reinforce your main army (if you have any early forces, select them and right click on your main
army. When the two groups intersect, they will merge into a single army).
5. Craft an item.
6. Learn about your units (double click on one of your armies, look at their details, equipment and
skill page).
7. Level up your sovereign
8. Level up your city
9. Zoom out to see the cloth map
10. Found a new city

Click on crafting. You will start with several recipes. C

Every champion has a unique skill tree

There are lots of different creatures in the world. Each one has its own unique set of skills and
attributes. It’s not just “stats”.

Your sovereign has a skill tree that is, in effect, your civilization’s tech tree. Magic is diverted between
skill, mana and lore. New skills can give your civilization new capabilities.

Every grain your city has grows your city by 1 population per turn. When a city expands, you can pick a
new tile to harvest. Choose the tile wisely.

The Cloth map

If the outcome is uncertain, don’t risk your army unless you have no other choice.

Early Turns: Battles
Generally speaking, if the battle summary says you’ll win, auto-resolve is usually the way to go.
However, if it’s close then you will want to fight the battle directly.

Mid Game: Exploit
1. Adjust your magic focus (click on the multi-colored orb in the TOP LEFT)
2. Enchant your crafted items (click on the crafting button, choose the second tab and pick the
item you want to enchant)
3. Build outposts to claim lands and protect your shards (build a pioneer and send them where you
want the outpost built, then choose build outpost).
4. Build a library (adds recipes to your portfolio)
5. Find the location of the Sorcerer King’s fortress
6. Go on quests for the neutral factions to win their trust.
7. Use your magic to harvest mountains or other terrain
8. Use the spell of ascension to gain Ascension points!
9. Use the Report screen to monitor your threat level and see what active quests you have.
10. Go on medium level quests

The Spell of Ascendancy. Cast this to begin charging the Orb of power (Curgen’s Bane) with your
essence.

Of course, casting the spell will piss off the Sorcerer King. So don’t start doing this until you are ready for
him to start doing things to you…

It’ll also annoy the neutrals who are not too excited for you to be their god.

The shards provide your magic. You can focus that magic between increasing your skill, raising your
mana, or learning more lore.

By the mid game, you should have the Enchant Forge skill which will unlock the second tab on the
Crafting screen. Now you can make your existing items more powerful.

Building outposts extends your territory, builds roads, and allows nearby resources to be harvested.

Hello? Anyone home?

You can win favor with the neutrals by going on quests or trading with them. They have unique items
and units that they might be willing to give you…for a price. Be careful, however, they also make lethal
enemies.

Cast harvest mountain to turn a mountain into a new resource.

Medium level quests start to take you to darker places…

Late Game: Exterminate
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Equip your units with uber powerful items
Protect your shards!
Kill a demigod!
Keep a close eye on the Orb of power!
Build pioneers and upgrade your outposts (send to outpost, order them to upgrade the outpost
to a higher level so they do more damage)
6. Defend your cities!

Remember early on when your army’s combat rating was 24? Now just this unit has a rating of 44.

Roaming the world are the Sorcerer King’s lieutenants. These are demigods of immense power. Kill them
to get the key to the Sorcerer King’s fortress.

Protect the shards! The Sorcerer King sends his forces to attack them to extract their magical energy.

Curgen’s Bane, the orb of power, is being filled with the essence of each great sorcerer. When someone
controls 2/3 of it, they ascend.

Modding
Sorcerer King: Rivals is both a game and a tool for creating your own adventures. You can, literally, use
the tools within to recreate your favorite RPGs of all time for instance. Create the world, create the
units, characters, quests, and place them on the map.
When Sorcerer King is first loaded, there is a small Workshop button in the bottom left of the title
screen. Click on that to get to the mod tools.

The Quest Editor

Quests are loaded from the Steam\Steamapps\Common\Sorcerer King – Rivals\data\English\Core
Quests folder

You can create them from scratch or you can load one up, save as a new one and the game will
automatically use it.
Within the data\English directory are all the XML files.
While the editor (and modding in general) requires reasonable technical skill, once a user learns their
way around, they’ll find there is virtually no type of quest they can’t create.
Players can save their own mods to their documents\my games\SorcererKingRivals\Mods directory

The Map Editor

With the map editor, players can create their own worlds in which they place their starting position,
quests, monsters, other players, etc.

The Tile Editor

Players wanting to create their own unique quest locations or special tiles on a given map can use the
tile editor.

Conclusions
Sorcerer King: Rivals is designed to give players a rich sandbox to play in with maximum replayability.
What matters the most is that the game itself is fun. And we hope that you like the base game as much
as we do.
For us, what has made this game so enjoyable for us is how different one game plays differently from
another. Sometimes, it plays almost like a tower defense game where you are having to build up
outposts to defend your kingdom from hordes of enemies trying to snuff you out before you can
become a god. While other times, it feels almost like a fantasy civilization game where the player has a
dozen cities spread across multiple continents with huge armies taking on a very powerful foe.
But beyond the game itself, we also wanted to give players something that, in the age of games being
made with Unity and Unreal, has become pretty rare and that is, the tools and content that would allow
our players to create new worlds and new adventures and share them.

About the Engine
Sorcerer King: Rivals is built on its own custom engine. Every line of code was written specifically with a
land-based fantasy game in mind. The land can be raised and lowered or deformed, the oceans can be
sailed across or flown over, new races can be added at will by players along with their own units, spells,
items, quests, etc. And with Rivals, we wanted to share this decade of development effort with fans so
that they can build and share their creations with others with hopefully the same joy we get when we
work and play on it.

Press Contact
Please feel free to contact me directly at brad@stardock.com or on Skype as Draginol. I live online
mostly 24/7. Even if you just want to chit chat about strategy games I’m here.
For general queries you can email press@stardock.com.

